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CIP DATA
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In a boat in a spring 
In a warm sunny place 
I see in the water 
A fuzzy, funny face
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Two nostrils blow bubbles 
From where the weeds sway, 
Two eyes beam up at me 
Full of mischief and play.

Ahoy! Pleased to meet you, 
Mr. Manatee, wild! 
Tell me all about you, 
I’m a curious child!
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Do you like hide-and-seek 
Have you played frozen tag? 
Do you dig for treasure  
Or play capture the flag?

Do you romp in green fields 
And gaze up at the sky?  
Do you wave to the clouds 
And fast jets passing by? 
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Do you dine on pizza 
Then pat your full tummy? 
Do you fancy root beer 
Or sweet treats so yummy?
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And when the moon rises, 
And stars wink overhead, 
Do you watch fireflies blink 
While tucked safely in bed?

Do you get smushy hugs 
When you come home from play? 
And big squishy cuddles 
At the end of each day?
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So, dear ele-aqua-phant, 
Mr. Flippered Sea Cow, 
My last question for you, 
What are you thinking now? ?
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FLIPPER OVER matey, for a Manatee POV
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Below a boat in my spring 
In my warm sunny place, 
I look through the water  
And see a funny face.

A mouth grins above me 
Where mossy palms sway, 
With two bright eyes beaming 
Full of mischief and play.
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Hello, nice to meet you 
Human child sweet and kind 
I have my own questions 
Wondrous thoughts on my mind

Do you roll in green weeds  
And gaze up at the sky?  
Do you wave at the clouds 
And to birds passing by? 
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Do you spin, whirl, and twirl 
And make plopping flip flops? 
Do you like Gator tag, 
Or catching raindrops?
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Do you graze on grasses 
Then pat your full tummy? 
Do you fancy veggies 
Or algae quite yummy?
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Do you get wet smooches 
When you come home from play? 
And big squishy cuddles 
At the end of each day?

And when the moon rises, 
And stars shine overhead, 
Do you watch bats and bugs flit, 
While tucked safely in bed?
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This I wondered and thought 
About the face with two eyes 
When they looked straight at me 
With wide-eyed surprise.
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We each see the other 
How we need the same things 
A safe place to play  
With clean air and clear springs.
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I wave “farewell! my friend”  
I’ll tell all who I see   
We all need to have chats 
Like Manatee and me. 
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Learn more Manatee Manners! Check out 
the Save the Manatee Club online.

DANGER
!

 Be a Manatee friend! Tell your friends to NEVER, EVER:

 FEED manatees (human food or water makes them sick) 

 TOUCH or PLAY with manatees (even though manatees are curious and friendly 
this will keep manatees safe and less likely to approach humans in motorboats)

 LITTER in, near, or around the water (especially fishhooks and line! They are 
dangerous for all creatures and should be disposed of properly)

Friends let the WILD live free in the WILD. Be a nature pal to ALL animals!

Get to know a manatee! Knowing is caring!

Manatees are related to elephants. But unlike elephants, these gentle mammals 
spend their entire life in the water. 

Manatees have been known to sleep standing on their heads. 

These sea cows graze in weedy waterways clearing paths for boaters. 

What goes in comes out! Manatee poo fertilizes and replenishes new grass beds which creates cover for 
fishes and turtles.
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